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MycenaeansMeeting 10

● Indo-Europeans

● Mycenaean Greeks
● Mythology
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Upcoming dates

 Weekly online stuff:
– Thursday, 10 November First post due responding to the reading

– Sunday, 13 November Second post due responding to the discussion
Quiz #6 due

 Monday, 12 December Research essay due via BlackBoard

None this week
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Reading: “Minoan Religious Imagery”
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The Mycenaean Greeks
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Indo-Europeans
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Indo-Europeans

 Decentralized

 Tribal

 Nonurban

 Pastoral 
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Pre-Greek vs. Indo-European Greek
 Maritime terms, words for the sea, shipping
– (e.g. θάλασσα thálassa “sea”)

 Words relating to Mediterranean agriculture
– (e.g. ϝἐλαία (w)elaia “olive”, άµπελος ampelos “vine”)

 Words regarding rulers, given by the populace
– (e.g. Τύραννος Tyrannos “tyrant”; ϝαναξwanax “warrior-king”)

 Building technology
– (e.g. πύργος pyrgos “tower”)

 Personal names and theonyms
– (e.g. ΟδυσσεύςOdysseus)
– (e.g. ΕρµήςHermes)

 Place names
– -nth- (e.g. ΚόρινθοςKorinthos, Ζάκυνθος Zakynthos)
– -ss- (e.g. Παρνασσός Parnassos)
– -tt- (e.g. Λυκαβηττός Lykabettos)
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Theories about Indo-European religion

 Difficulties of the comparative method
– Changing nature of mythological stories
– “Inherited” elements vs. “shared” influence

 Sky and earth dichotomy
– Importance of the sky god in ordered pantheon

 Animate and inanimate deities (he and she)
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Mycenaean Greeks
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Mycenaean warfare
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Linear B
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Mycenaean religion

 Large central hearth room for offerings 
(megaron) in the heart of the palace-city

 Surviving Linear B tablets list various deities 
and priestly officials
– Poseidon, Zeus, Hermes, Marineus, Dionysos*
– Posidaeja, Diwija, Artemis, Potnija, Ifimedia

 Iron-Age Greek pantheon or practices should 
not be projected backwards
– Many missing names in both directions
– Mycenaeans have urban hearth rooms and bench 

sanctuaries but not great urban temples
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Trojan War and the collapse of the Bronze Age
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Mythology
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What is mythology?

 Contrasted with “truth”?
– Plato: stories vs. verifiable truth or empirical reality
– Ancient cultures saw “myths” as relevant and true
– Later labeled as fiction as part of Christian narrative

 Contrast with revelation?
– Rational explanations of world and collection of memory
– “Autochthonous truth”

 Expression of identity?
– Seems to express “Volksgeist”—unique spirit of a people
– But comparative mythology reveals much sharing of myth
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Sharing myths

 West Asiatic “koine”
– Mesopotamia, Hurrians, Hittites, Syria, Canaan
– Late Bronze/early Iron-Age Greeks on the fringes

 Many long texts survive from E. Med. area
– Sumerian/Akkadian, Hurrian/Hittite, Ugarit, Homer/Hesiod
– Sharing of themes, scenes, structures, even protagonists

 Myth is mainly a performed, oral phenomenon
– Written texts have vast quantity of oral tradition behind
– Epics that start with “I shall sing”
– Better explains wide diffusion and fuzzy correlations
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Universal vs. disseminated

 Universal motifs
– Separation of sky and earth
– Succession myth

 Disseminated stories
– E.g., flood narrative

 Myth responds to a society’s needs and values
– Noah vs. Utanipishtim
– Anthropological myths explain origin of humans and

cultural imperatives and expectations
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Ritual and myth

 Differences of ritual and myth
– Myth explains only a part of a ritual
– “Real” in myth becomes symbolic in ritual
– Myths are more mobile than ritual

 Both myth and ritual are tools used to 
understand and commune with the divine
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Mythology and memory

 Monotheism: god’s actions are revealed 
history, not myth

 Humans in polytheistic myths 
– Kings and heroes engaging/challenging the gods
– Exploring the separation = mortality

 Myth, legends, epic poetry are our categories

 Mythological narratives are not faithful 
memory but the memory each generation 
believes it needs
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